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Presents a new style of 
Nike SB Dunk Low Pro in the recent listing of the use of suede, leather shoes, rear ankle Nike logo knitting shading details
background, compared to now frequently quite fancy combination, this time the overall sense of a retro hardcore, currently this pair of
shoes in Taiwan have been listed, the shoe can need exploration go to sell Nike products store asked skateboard. 
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New Balance 997 is a full texture of the low-key gentleman, no 996 large N sign, no 998 streamline outline, but it has a steady
contour, each curved cut are handled in order, with light? ENCAP to set off the body of the shoe bottom. This time? New Balance? To
inject 997 black leather, suede tone seems generally found, look with different texture, snake, plaid, punching, suede, leather and
other short texture rich visual, welt neon tone by use of color perception, the adhesive to do simple ending. The color will be able to
transfer to want to create an atmosphere, in addition to the design skill and American blessing, one of the shoes fit is the key. 

New Balance M997CSS recently on the KITH website after the shelves have been sold out, but like Europe? 43einhalb? To sell in the
near future, the pricing of 209.95 euros, in addition to another color the same kinds of implant texture, but due to the use of color is
different and have different styles, but that is another story. 
left: M997CSU / right: M997CSS 
source: KITH / CAPSULE

As this year's flagship 
Nike Air shoes, Max 2015 color offensive is of course impossible at the end of today's Web appeared on the "Bright Crimson" color
of the real map, which features small series that under the single net red revealing the hidden if the red lining is a big selling point, in
addition to Swoosh the 3M reflector design increases conspicuous, this has been in the current site Titolo shelves. 
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had always loved the very simple design concept as Chinese shoe designer Leo Chang and the new work in this year, by his hand
crafted Nike HyperRev series since its launch last year will be a good response. While the new HyperRev abandon previous Velcro
design, ankle block is used to improve the coating of TPU material, this time with refreshing color for collocation in order to create a
unique and beautiful scene in the blue lagoon. 
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in April this year, the British Prince Charles visited New Balance in the UK Flimby factory, I visit and long service awards to the office
for 35 years, and the attitude of the staff, adhere to one thing from employees to start, New Balance 1978 began the British made
goods, and in 1982 in Cumbria (Cumbrian Flimby) set up factories, more about? Flimby factory can refer to previously reported
information station. 

Series in the UK recently renamed Made In UK, to bring a lot of continuous story contains, from Surplus? Pack to explore the different
inventory material mixed in a pair of shoes, creating a rich level and historical feelings; Yard Pack brand origin Rooster hair color for
inspiration, calm and elegant tone as the British gentleman; but this will introduce Cumbrian? Flag, will? Flimby plant in the county's
natural tones and to simple color, blue, green, yellow, white color makes different combinations, the vivid vision is to use less British
in the atmosphere. New Balance Made In UK 'Cumbrian Flag' series has been purchased in the UK New Balance official website. 
Cumbria (Cumbrian), New Balance CT300CF's' Cumbrian Pack ' 
is priced at GBP 
,, New, Balance, M1500CF, Cumbrian, Pack 
is priced at GBP 
,, New, Balance, M770CF, Cumbrian, Pack 
priced at 140 pounds, 
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it's hard to imagine that Adidas would have launched Micropacer's futuristic work in the early 1984, and even said it was the first pair
of shoes with an electronic intelligence system. 

Micropacer is the most talked about is the tongue placed on the electronic calculator, computing speed, distance and calories
burned in use at the same time, the idea remains quite new. More than thirty years later, Adidas is also ready to re launch Micropacer
OG, a full reproduction of the year's technology, and the use of woven surface as well as injection EVA midsole to make it lighter and
comfortable. If over the next thirty years, we do not know at the foot of the shoe will evolve into a Shenme look like? 
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global sports fashion brand PUMA launched the latest Faas professional jogging series shoes, early ignite the summer sports
enthusiasm energy. The PUMA design team of long-term observation and record runners running gait, and continuous research and
improvement, the concept of "light" and "shock absorber" reflected in the design of the new Faas family products, has long been
popular jogger's favorite. This summer launched a new Faas 600 with 12 mm high heels, can improve the efficiency of the use of both
shock absorbers, soles elasticity and abrasion resistance of rubber outsole provides superior durability to meet the needs of different
stages of running. Another pair of Faas 350 S, with innovation in the bottom technology Bio Ride, in addition to increasing athletic
performance, but also reduces fatigue and foot pressure in sports. In addition, Faas 350 S also introduced a variety of candy color,
so that you can easily wear at the same time, take out their own style. At the same time, PUMA also launched the new season
jogging costumes, not only has good moisture absorption, perspiration and windbreak function, clean cut design and bright color are
becoming essential commodities like joggers. The latest series of jogging goods in the PUMA major retail outlets and counters are
selling point, store purchase information call (02) 8751-5160. 
FAAS 600 strengthens shock absorption and wear resistance 
Faas 600, two major features: shock absorption and wear resistance. The sole of the sole is made of abrasion proof and shock proof
double effect outsole, mixed with anti friction rubber material, and becomes rubber outsole with elasticity and shock absorption. The
second half of the sole 12 mm high heels, shock absorbers and protection to improve the runners need in motion, and the use of ultra
wear resistant rubber outsole, either the sole or heel weareasilyplace, we can provide complete protection and wear. This season
presents a stylish black match with sparkling green PUMA machete, male and shiny silver with cherry red PUMA scimitar female
models, in the summer season to show youthful vigor. 

(male) model: 18668402 
PUMA Faas 600 (NT$3280 / price listed) (female) model: 18668501 
PUMA Faas 600 (MSRP NT$3280 / FAAS 350 S listed) in the innovation of science and technology at the end of 

Faas 350 S has an innovative mid range technology Bio Ride, which not only increases performance during exercise, but also
reduces fatigue and foot pressure during exercise. At the same time, the body of the shoe is only 244 grams of Faas 350 S is a
lightweight stable shoes, ergonomic with Faas? Technology, support the inner arches well in one piece in the bottom and suppress
internal rotation, can not only protect the runner's feet valgus, more stability to exercise demands. The Faas 350 S upper is made of
synthetic fiber and mesh fabric, 0

adidas celebrates the birth of the Predator series, 20th anniversary, with a new Predator Instinct, which is also expected to come in a
number of different releases. Recently disclosed Predator Instinct 'Eyes' is one of them, because the ball is in contact with the
protrusions and vamp design on the totem of ingenious combination, and in each toe drew a predator like eyes, eyes are accurate
look at prey, bring people a strong visual impact. 
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